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Various multi-spin magnetic exchange interactions (MEI) of chiral nature have been recently
unveiled. Owing to their potential impact on the realisation of twisted spin-textures, their future
implication in spintronics or quantum computing is very promising. Here, I address the long-
range behavior of multi-spin MEI on the basis of a multiple-scattering formalism implementable in
Green functions based methods such as the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function framework. I
consider the impact of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) as described in the one- (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) Rashba model, from which the analytical forms of the four- and six-spin interactions are
extracted and compared to the well known bilinear isotropic, anisotropic and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interactions (DMI). Similarly to the DMI between two sites i and j, there is a four-spin chiral vector
perpendicular to the bond connecting the two sites. The oscillatory behavior of the MEI and their
decay as function of interatomic distances are analysed and quantified for the Rashba surfaces states
characterizing Au surfaces. The interplay of beating effects and strength of SOC gives rise to a wide
parameter space where chiral MEI are more prominent than the isotropic ones. The multi-spin
interactions for a plaquette of N magnetic moments decay like {qN−dF P
1
2
(d−1)L}−1 simplifying to
{qN−dF R[1+
N
2
(d−1)]N}−1 for equidistant atoms, where d is the dimension of the mediating electrons,
qF the Fermi wave vector, L the perimeter of the plaquette while P is the product of interatomic
distances. This recovers the behavior of the bilinear MEI, {q2−dF Rd}−1, and shows that increasing
the perimeter of the plaquette weakens the MEI. More important, the power-law pertaining to the
distance-dependent 1D MEI is insensitive to the number of atoms in the plaquette in contrast to
the linear dependence associated with the 2D MEI. Furthermore, the N -dependence of qF offers the
possibility of tuning the interactions amplitude by engineering the electronic occupation.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Non-collinear spin-textures, such as the one-dimensional (1D) domain walls1, 2D magnetic skyrmions2 and 3D
hedgehog states3,4 or magnetic hopfions5 are at the heart of investigations exploring their potential realization as
magnetic bits for future information technology. Likewise, such complex spin-states are key players in quantum
computing by being paramount in the physics of non-Abelian Majorana bound states6–15 induced by magnetic nanos-
tructures at the vicinity of superconductors and in several proposals for topological superconductivity16–20.
The occurrence of complex magnetism is driven by the existence of various competing magnetic exchange interactions
(MEI). The initially proposed interactions are bilinear in nature such as the isotropic MEI, J isoij (Si ·Sj)21,22, involving
two spins while the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), Dij · (Si × Sj), requires the presence of spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) and broken inversion symmetry23,24. The direction of the DM vector, D, settles the sense of rotation
of the magnetic moments, defining thereby and usually the chirality of the magnetic structures. Besides the isotropic
MEI and DMI, a compass term, Jani25,26, can be finite, which defines the tensor of bilinear (two-site two-spin) MEI.
Jani ∈ R3×3 represents a (trace-less symmetric) matrix in the space of spin-moment orientation giving rise to a
non-local magnetic anisotropy energy and behaves like the latter quantity.
The importance of going beyond the bilinear magnetic interactions was recognized several decades ago. Solid 3He is
a good example, where multi-spin isotropic interactions are a key ingredient to grasp its magnetic behavior27,28. It is
established that if not properly taken into account, such higher-order interactions contribute to effective bilinear ones
(see e.g. Refs.29,30). In fact, these interactions can involve an unequal number of magnetic moments and number of
sites31–33 but without breaking time reversal symmetry, the number of magnetic moments should be even. For instance,
the biquadratic interaction, connecting four spin positioned on two sites, can be isotropic34–36, Bij(Si ·Sj)2, or chiral
as recently discovered37, Cij · (Si×Sj)(Si ·Sj). The latter follows Moriya’s rules similarly to the DMI. Generalization
to four-spin interactions can be performed at the isotropic38–40 or the chiral level37,41–43, which are found to be large
with non-negligible impact on the magnetic behavior of materials37,42,43. The microscopic origin of the chiral four-spin
interactions was given in Ref. 37, where the focus was on terms proportional to Cijkl · (Si × Sj)(Sk · Sl), while those
of the form (Cijkl ·Si)χjkl, with χjkl = Sj · (Sk ×Sl) being the scalar three-spin chirality, were addressed and derived
in Ref. 42 after a systematic multiple-scattering expansion in the spirit of the infinitesimal rotation method of the
magnetic moments. The appealing form of the latter term allows a direct connection to the chiral orbital moment,
which is finite for non-coplanar magnetic structures44–47 even without SOC and can inherit a topological nature in
magnetic spin-textures such as skyrmions45. We note that subsequently a derivation of some of the four-spin terms has
been proposed in 48. As shown in Ref. 43, the various forms of the chiral four-spin interactions can be re-expressed in
terms of sums involving Cijkl · (Si×Sj)(Sk ·Sl). Also it is demonstrated that these interactions do not have to follow
Morya’s rules of the DMI. Surprisingly, even isotropic six-spin interactions, which can be written in terms of a product
of scalar three-spin chiralities χijkχlmn, can be considerably large as shown by Grytsiuk et al.
42 for B20-MnGe.
The recent developments triggered by the investigations of multi-spin interactions motivate the present study.
Their potential impact on the magnetism of materials and their magnetodynamical properties remains to be explored.
The focus here is on the long-range behavior of such interactions, which is textbook knowledge for the isotropic
bilinear Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interactions 49–51. The latter have key implications in the inter-
layer exchange coupling of multilayers1,52–54 and when taken to their isotropic four-spin form, they can trigger the
superposition of multiple Q-states55–58 and the stabilization of 2D magnetic skyrmions59 or possibly 3D magnetic
textures60–64.
Note that long-range interactions are intimately connected to conventional and complex magnetic Friedel oscilla-
tions65–67, which do not only affect the isotropic MEI, the DMI568–74 but also the magnetic anisotropy energy75,76,
the magnetic stability and spin-fluctuations of nanostructures77. The goal of this article is to establish and analyse
the long-range behavior of chiral multi-spin interactions within the Rashba model78,79 used to describe the 1D and
2D electron gas subjected to the Rashba spin-orbit coupling. For that a multiple-scattering approach based on Green
functions partly presented in Ref. 42 is utilized after reviewing it. The multi-spin interactions are quantified on the
basis of parameters describing the Rashba 1D and 2D surface states characterizing Au surfaces80–82. We consider
localized magnetic atomic spins, which can be manipulated and probed on surfaces utilizing scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS). This tool became ubiquitous to quantify the isotropic83–88 and DM71 long-range
bilinear interactions. We note, that in some cases, puzzling magnetic responses were probed in exotic man-crafted
structures87 indicating that there is still a lot to unravel in this field of research. STM/STS would be an ideal tool to
probe the multi-spin interactions addressed in this work.
3II. MULTIPLE-SCATTERING EXPANSION OF THE MAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
In a multiple-scattering formalism as the one utilized currently in the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) Green-
function method, the Green function G describes the propagation of electron states from a given site i to a site j. The
electron scattering at the atomic potentials V is quantified in terms of the single-ste scattering matrix t. Assuming
the infinitesimal rotation of the magnetic moments allows to extract the MEI from a mapping procedure between the
energy obtained from electronic structure calculations and the energy of an extended Heisenberg model89–91. The
magnetic force theorem92,93 permits to use the band energy instead of the total energy to evaluate the impact of
rotating magnetic moments. This leads to a power series expansion:
δE =
1
pi
Im
∫ F
−∞
d Tr ln [1−G()δt()]
= − 1
pi
Im
∫ F
−∞
d
∑
p
1
p
TrG()δt() . (1)
The trace Tr is taken over the sites i, orbital momentum L = (l,m), and spin indices while G and δt are matrices
in angular momentum and spin representation, L⊕ s. They respectively correspond to the structural Green function
of the electronic system prior to the perturbation and the change of the single-site scattering matrix after rotating
the magnetic moments. Note that one can work with the atomic potentials, δV , but then one uses the full Green
functions instead of the structural ones.
Adopting the rigid spin approximation implies a change of the magnetic part of the single-site t-matrix, which can
be expressed as
δti() = t
s
i() δSi · σ . (2)
Similarly to the proposal made in Ref. 91, tsi() describes the scattering at the magnetic part of the atomic potential
or of the exchange and correlation potential, Bxc, if one works in the framework of density functional theory:
tsi() =
∫
drR×(r)Bxc(r)R(r) , (3)
where the integration is performed over the volume defining the atomic site i. R and R× are respectively the left-
and right-hand wave functions resulting from the potential V . They are scattering solutions of either the Dirac or of
the Schro¨dinger/scalar-relativistic equations augmented with the SOC.
The Green function can be decomposed into two Green functions, A that is non-magnetic and diagonal in spin
space and B that contains the magnetic part and a contribution induced by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC):
Gij = Aij σ0 +Bij · σ , (4)
where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and σ0 is the identity matrix. If inversion symmetry is not broken, Aij
is symmetric with respect to site exchange and likewise for Bσij if SOC is not present. B
σ
ij could have a magnetic
contribution, which should behave like Aij , and a contribution from SOC. Within the Rashba model, where for
example broken-inversion symmetry and SOC are incorporated, Bσij = −Bσji. Note that the decomposition of the
Green functions as proposed by Cardias et al.94 is useful for the investigation of multi-spin excitations.
A. Two-spin interaction terms
Considering infinitesimal rotations, we proceed to a Taylor expansion of the logarithm in Eq. (1) and extract
systematically high-order terms ordered according to powers of δt. As aforementioned terms with odd powers of δt
cancel since they are not compatible with the time-reversal symmetry requirement of the total energy. The standard
second order term
δE2-spin = − 1
2pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d
∑
ij
Gij()δtj()Gji()δti() (5)
= −
∑
ij
[
J isoij δSi · δSj + δSi · Janiij · δSj +Dij · (δSi × δSj)
]
(6)
4leads to the well-known interaction energy between two magnetic moments from which the bilinear MEI can be
extracted:
J isoij =
1
pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
dJ isoij () , (7)
Dij =
1
pi
Re Tr
∫ F
−∞
dDij() (8)
δSi · Janiij · δSj = 1
pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
dδSi · J aniij () · δSj . (9)
The integrands are energy-dependent products of matrices of the same size than the inter-site Green functions and
are given by the following forms:
J isoij () = Aij()tsj()Aji()tsi ()−
[
gσij()t
s
j()
] · [gσji()tsi ()] , (10)
Dij() = Aij()tsj()gσji()tsi ()− gσij()tsj()Aji()tsi () (11)
δSi · J aniij () · δSj =
[
gσij() · δSj
]
tsj()
[
gσji() · δSi
]
tsi () +
[
gσij() · δSi
]
tsj()
[
gσji() · δSj
]
tsi () , (12)
where the decomposition of the Green functions introduced in Eq. (4) leads to forms different from the usually
presented ones90,91. Interestingly, this decomposition permits to identify two contributions to J : one is independent
of magnetism and SOC while the other one depends on both with at least a quadratic dependence on SOC but being
rotationally invariant in spin space owing to the inner product of the different B. D is, however, linear in B and
consequently in SOC. The direction of the DMI vector is dictated by B and for lattices with inversion symmetry, we
naturally recover that the DMI vanishes because of the symmetry of A and B with respect to site exchange.
B. Four-spin interaction terms
The fourth-order term in the Taylor expansion of the energy,
δE4-spin = − 1
4pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d
∑
ijkl
Gij()δtj()Gji()δtk()Gkl()δtl()Gli()δti() , (13)
involves plaquettes of four magnetic moments. We note that, in general, the four-spin contracted-site interaction
terms can be recovered from the aforementioned forms by equaling some of the indices, for example by replacing the
fourth site l with j to get the three-site terms, while replacing both (k, l) with (i, j) leads to the biquadratic terms.
Note that this can lead to vanishing of some of the derived terms and the recovery of bilinear-like terms.
Isotropic interaction. Analogous to the two-spin interaction, E4-spin gives rise to the conventional isotropic four-
spin interactions proportional to (Si ·Sj)(Sk ·Sl) including quadratic and fourth order contributions of the SOC. The
isotropic change of the energy reads
δEisoijkl = −Bijkl [(δSi · δSj) (δSk · δSl)− (δSi × δSj) (δSk × δSl)] (14)
with which one recovers the usual form of the isotropic four-spin energy
Eisoijkl = −Bijkl [(Si · Sj) (Sk · Sl)− (Si · Sk) (δSj · Sl) + (Si · Sl) (Sj · Sk)] , (15)
with
Bijkl = 1
2pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d
{
Aij()t
s
j()Ajk()t
s
k()Akl()t
s
l ()Ali()t
s
i ()
}
, (16)
in zero-order with respect to B.
Four-spin chiral interactions. The fourth-order term in the Taylor expansion of the energy gives also rise to
terms linear in the SOC. The latter are the recently derived37 and postulated41 four-spin vector-chiral interactions
proportional to (Si · Sj)(Sk × Sl) and to the scalar spin-chirality Si · (Sj × Sk)42. Besides these two terms, one
additional term proportional to the three-spin vector chirality Si × (Sj × Sk) shows up. We note that the different
terms can be rewritten as function of each others. The product of the four Green-function elements in Eq. (13) and
5the requested linearity in B leads finally to four terms of the type BAAA, where B can be placed at four different
positions relative to A. For instance, BAAA can be written in various ways depending on how the products involving
the Pauli matrices are grouped:
δEBAAAijkl = −C i¯j¯kl · [(δSj · δSk)(δSl × δSi) + (δSj × δSk)(δSl · δSi) + (δSj × δSk)× (δSl × δSi)] (17)
or
δEBAAAijkl = −(C i¯j¯kl · δSj) [(δSk × δSl) · δSi]− (C i¯j¯kl × δSj) [(δSk · δSl) · δSi] (18)
+(C i¯j¯kl × δSj) · [(δSk × δSl)× δSi] ,
with
C i¯j¯kl =
1
2pi
Re Tr
∫ F
−∞
dBij()t
s
j()Ajk()t
s
k()Akl()t
s
l ()Ali()t
s
i (), (19)
where the bars on the indices indicate the sites connected by B. It is interesting to note that the integrand showing
up in the previous equations can be interpreted as products involving the bilinear terms J iso and D (see Eqs.10–12).
In Eq. 19, one can identify the three-spin scalar chirality, χijk = Si · (Sj × Sk), and if I introduce what I call a
three-spin vector chirality ℵijk = Si × (Sj × Sk), the four-spin chiral energy linear in B reads
EBijkl = −C i¯j¯kl · [Sj χikl − (Si × Sj)(Sk · Sl) + Sj × ℵikl]
−Cij¯k¯l · [Sk χlij − (Sj × Sk)](Sl · Si) + Sk × ℵjli]
−Cijk¯l¯ · [Sl χkij − (Sk × Sl)(Si · Sj) + Sl × ℵljk]
−C i¯jkl¯ · [Si χljk − (Sl × Si)(Sj · Sk) + Si × ℵljk] . (20)
This equation indicates that the ground state favored by such a four-spin chiral energy is the result of a complex
competition of various terms: the three-spin scalar chirality, the three-spin vector chirality and a mix of cross and
dot products. For instance, the three-spin scalar chirality pertaining to an equilateral triangular plaquette reaches
its largest value for a polar angle cos(θ) = 1/
√
3 while the largest length of the three-spin vector chirality is found
for for cos(θ) =
√
7/3. By focusing on the first line of Eq. 20, one notices that the inner product C i¯j¯kl · Sj favors a
parallel alignement between the four-spin chiral interaction vector and the magnetic moment j. The cross products
Si × Sj , however, drives the spin-configuration towards a state where the two perpendicular magnetic moments Sj
and Si live in a plane perpendicular to C i¯j¯kl. The third term favors the chiral vector and the three magnetic moments
at sites j, k, l to lie in the same plane perpendicular to Si with Sk and Sl perpendicular to each other while C i¯j¯kl and
Si would be parallel. Although, I present the four-spin energy as a sum of three types of terms, as shown in Ref. 43
one can rewrite all of them as function of the latter one.
While EB contains the first-order contributions in terms of B to E4-spin, second-order contributions give rise to
terms correcting the dot-product and cross-product of the magnetic moments:
EBBijkl = E
BBAA
ijkl + E
ABBA
ijkl + E
AABB
ijkl + E
ABAB
ijkl + E
BABA
ijkl + E
BAAB
ijkl (21)
As it can be noticed in the following example, where I provide the contribution arising from BBAA, one finds
products of bilinear terms similar to J ani multiplying J iso or D as defined in Eqs.10–12 :
EBBAAijkl = −
1
2pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d{ (Bijtsj · Sj) (Bjktsk · Sk) (Sl · Si)
− [(Bijtsj × Sj) · (Sl × Si)] (Bjktsk · Sk)− (Bijtsj · Sj) [(Bjktsk × Sk) · (Sl × Si)]
+
[(
Bijt
s
j × Sj
)× (Bjktsk × Sk)] · (Sl × Si) }AkltslAlitsi . (22)
The first r.h.s. term looks like the anisotropic bilinear term (Eqs.12) weighted by a dot product between two
magnetic moments of the four-spin plaquette. The second and the third terms can be rewritten in a form similar to
the first one:
[(
Bijt
s
j × Sj
) · (Sl × Si)] (Bjktsk · Sk) = [(Bijtsj · Sl) (Sj · Si)− (Bijtsj · Si) (Sj · Sl)] (Bjktsk · Sk) (23)
and (
Bijt
s
j · Sj
)
[(Bjkt
s
k × Sk) · (Sl × Si)] =
(
Bijt
s
j · Sj
)
[(Bjkt
s
k · Sl) (Sk · Si)− (Bjktsk · Si) (Sk · Sl)] (24)
while the fourth term can be written as[(
Bijt
s
j × Sj
)× (Bjktsk × Sk)] · (Sl × Si) = [Bijtsj · (Sj × Sl)][Bjktsk · (Sk × Si)]−
[Bijt
s
j · (Sj × Si)][Bjktsk · (Sk × Sl)] . (25)
6C. Six-spin interaction term
The sixth order term obtained from Eq. (1) involves a plaquette of six magnetic moments. We expect the largest
contribution to be the isotropic, rotationally invariant one, as this term can be finite without spin-orbit interaction.
Although being isotropic, one finds contributions involving products of three-spin scalar chiralities, or of three-spin
vector chiralities:
δEisoijklmn = −κ6-spinijklmn [(δSi · δSj) (δSk · δSl) (δSm · δSn)− (δSi · δSj) (δSk × δSl) · (δSm × δSn)
− (δSi × δSj) (δSk · δSl) · (δSm × δSn)− (δSi × δSj) · (δSk × δSl) · (δSm · δSn)] , (26)
and thus
Eisoijklmn = −κ6-spinijklmn[(Si · Sj) (Sk · Sl) (Sm · Sn)
−χimnχjkl − χkmnχlij − χmklχnij
−ℵikl · ℵjmn − ℵkij · ℵlmn − ℵmij · ℵnkl] , (27)
with χijk = Si · (Sj × Sk) and ℵijk = Si × (Sj × Sk). In general, the effective 6-spin interaction is given by
κ6-spinijklmn =
1
3pi
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
dAij()t
s
j()Ajk()t
s
k()Akl()t
s
l ()Alm()t
s
m()Amn()t
s
n()Ani()t
s
i () . (28)
III. RASHBA MODEL
Here I discuss the derived multi-spin interactions considering localized spins embedded in 1D and 2D electron gas,
with spin-orbit coupling added in the form of Rashba coupling78,79. The conduction electrons are then either confined
along a given direction (1D) or in the xy-plane (2D). The effective electric field emerging from spin-orbit coupling
points along the z-axis. The Hamiltonian of both systems consists of the kinetic energy of the free electrons to which
a linear term in momentum ~p is added:
H =
~2
2m∗
∇2 σ0 − α(−i~∇× z¯) · σ , (29)
where α is the so-called Rashba parameter representing the strength of the spin-orbit interaction, zˆ is the unit
vector along the z-axis, m∗ is the effective mass of the electron, σ0 is the identity matrix and σ is the vector of Paul
spin matrices.
Similarly to Ref. 70, the potential of each of the localized spins is described via the s− d interaction Jsd, which has
units of energy multiplying length to the power of dimensionality, such that the change of the magnetic part of the
potential upon rotation of the spin moment is given by
δV (r) =
∑
i
Jsdi δ(r − ri)Si · σ . (30)
In the following, I use the s− d potential instead of the energy-dependent t-matrix in order to get analytical forms
of the multi-spin interactions similarly to what is done in the RKKY approximation.
A. Rashba model – One dimension
The Rashba Green corresponding to the previous Hamiltonian for the 1DEG reads
G(rij ; ε+ i0
+) = Aij(ε+ i0
+) +Bij(ε+ i0
+) βˆij · σ , (31)
where rij = rij(cosβij , sinβij) is the vector connecting sites i and j, while βˆij = (sinβij ,− cosβij) is the unit vector
perpendicular to rij . Defining q =
√
2m
~2 ε+ k
2
R with kR =
m∗
~2 α, the components of the Green functions are
70:
Aij(ε+ i0
+) = −im
∗
~2
eiq|rij |
q + i0+
cos (kRrij) and Bij(ε+ i0
+) =
m∗
~2
eiq|rij |
q + i0+
sin (kRrij) (32)
Now, I can proceed with the multi-spin interactions and start with the basic bilinear types70,72.
71. Two-spin interactions
Within the 1DEG Rashba model, we recover the bilinear magnetic interactions that were already derived in Ref. 70:
J isoij = F (1D)ij cos (2kRrij) , (33)
δSi · Janiij · δSj = F (1D)ij (1− cos (2kRrij))
[
βˆij · δSj
] [
βˆij · δSi
]
, (34)
and
Dij = F (1D)ij sin (2kRrij)βˆij . (35)
Within the RKKY approximation, the direction of the DMI is along βˆij , i.e. perpendicular to the bond connecting
the two sites i and j. Naturally, without SOC, D and Jani vanish. For small kRrij , the DMI is linear with the Rashba
parameter α while the compass-term interaction shows a quadratic dependence similarly to the SOC correction to
the isotropic MEI. These dependencies change at large kRrij , where the various bilinear interactions can be of the
same order of magnitude with a decay dictated by the range function F (1D)ij , which is in fact the isotropic bilinear
MEI before application of the SOC95,96:
F (1D)ij = −Jsdi Jsdj
m∗2
pi~4
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d
ei2qrij
(q + i0+)2
= −Jsdi Jsdj
m∗
pi~2
[
Si(2qF rij)− pi
2
]
, (36)
where Si() is the sine integral function. Owing to the asymptotic behavior of the sine function: Si(x) ' pi2 −
cos (x)
x
(
1− 2!x2 + 4!x4 − 6!x6 + ...
)− sin (x)x ( 1x − 3!x3 + 5!x5 − 7!x7 + ...), the range function behaves like:
F (1D)ij ' Jsdi Jsdj
m∗
pi~2
[
cos (2qF rij)
2qF rij
(
1− 1
2q2F r
2
ij
)
+
sin (2qF rij)
4q2F r
2
ij
]
. (37)
Thus, the bilinear interactions are characterized by various decays, r−1ij being the lowest one, but interference effects
are expected with the term proportional to r−2ij . The wave length of the oscillations is expected to be complex
depending on the interatomic distances. It is given by 2λF = pi/qF at small qF r before interference effects kick in,
which originate from either or both the 1D nature of the electron gas (Eq. 37) and from SOC (Eqs. 33, 34 and 35).
2. Four-spin interactions
The isotropic four-spin interaction. As derived in Eq. 16, this interaction involves a product of four cosine
functions that depend on kR:
Bijkl = F (1D)ijkl cos (kRrij) cos (kRrjk) cos (kRrkl) cos (kRrli) . (38)
For small kRr, the isotropic four-spin interaction experiences corrections with even power of the Rashba coupling
parameter α. The lowest dependence being quadratic in this regime, this implies a SOC contribution to the magnetic
energy that is similar to the isotropic bilinear contribution . Also, and in analogy to the latter term, a range function
takes care of the distance-dependent behavior of the four-spin interaction:
F (1D)ijkl = Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗4
2pi~8
Im Tr
∫ F
−∞
d
eiqLijkl
(q + i0+)4
= −Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
2pi~6
[
1
2
sin (qFLijkl)
q2F
+
Lijkl
2
cos (qFLijkl)
qF
+
L2ijkl
2
(
Si(qFLijkl)− pi
2
)]
. (39)
Here I define Lijkl = rij + rjk + rkl + rli as the perimeter of the 1D plaquette (ijkl). Using once more the asymptotic
form of the Sine integral function, the long-range behavior of F (1D)ijkl simplifies to:
F (1D)ijkl ' −Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
2pi~6
[
cos(qFLijkl)
q3FLijkl
+ 3
sin(qFLijkl)
q4FL
2
ijkl
]
, (40)
8which indicates that the decay of the interaction is similar to the bilinear ones and is related to the distance spanned
by the scattered electrons involved in the processes giving rise to the MEI. Depending on qF and on the magnitude of
the s−d interaction, the isotropic four-spin interaction can be of the same order of magnitude than the bilinear MEI.
Compared to the latter, the wavelength of the oscillations decreases for the four-spin interaction. Assuming magnetic
moments equidistant by R, the range function becomes:
F (1D)ijkl ' −Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
2pi~6
[
1
2
sin (4qFR)
q2F
+ 2R
cos (4qFR)
qF
+ 8R2
(
Si(4qFR)− pi
2
)]
−Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
2pi~6
[
cos(4qFR)
4q3FR
+ 3
sin(4qFR)
16q4FR
2
]
, (41)
The four-spin chiral interaction. The chiral interaction that is linear in B has the following form
C i¯j¯kl = −F (1D)ijkl sin (kRrij) cos (kRrjk) cos (kRrkl) cos (kRrli)βˆij , (42)
whose direction is perpendicular to the bond connecting the sites mediating the Green function B similarly to the
DMI vector. Note that this is particular to the RKKY approximation based on the Rashba model since in general,
the direction of Ci¯j¯kl can be more complex as demonstrated in Ref. 43. In comparison to the isotropic four-spin
interaction, one of the cosines is replaced by a sine function. For small kRr, similarly to the DMI a linear dependence
with respect to the Rashba coupling parameter α is expected for relatively short distances. Therefore, increasing SOC
would permit to increase the amplitude of such chiral four-spin interaction. Since it is quadratic in B, the anisotropic
chiral four-spin interaction involves two sine functions depending on α and therefore the short-distance behavior is
quadratic with respect to SOC:
Canii¯j¯k¯l = −F (1D)ijkl sin (kRrij) sin (kRrjk) cos (kRrkl) cos (kRrli) . (43)
This parametrizes the energy contributions such as the one given in Eq. 22, which in the Rashba model reads:
EBBAAijkl = −Canii¯j¯k¯l
{(
βˆijt
s
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)(
βˆjkt
s
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)
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−
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βˆijt
s
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)
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)(
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s
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)
−
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s
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)((
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s
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)
· (Sl × Si)
)
+
((
βˆijt
s
j × Sj
)
×
(
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s
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))
· (Sl × Si)
}
Aklt
s
lAlit
s
i . (44)
3. Six-spin interactions
The isotropic six-spin interaction is given by
κ6-spinijklmn = F (1D)ijklmn cos (kRrij) cos (kRrjk) cos (kRrkl) cos (kRrlm) cos (kRrmn) cos (kRrni) , (45)
where
F (1D)ijklmn = Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
3pi~10
[
1
4
sin(qFLijklmn)
q4F
+
Lijklmn
12
cos (qFLijklmn)
q3F
−L
2
ijklmn
12
(
1
2
sin (qFLijklmn)
q2F
+
Lijklmn
2
cos (qFLijklmn)
qF
+
L2ijklmn
2
(
Si(qFLijklmn)− pi
2
))]
, (46)
which in the asymptotic long-range regime simplifies to
F (1D)ijklmn ' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
3pi~10
(
cos(qFLijklmn)
q5FLijklmn
+
5 sin(qFLijklmn)
q6FL
2
ijklmn
)
. (47)
For completeness, I give the form of the range function for equidistant atoms:
F (1D)ijklmn ' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
3pi~10
(
cos(6qFR)
6q5FR
+
5 sin(6qFR)
36q6FR
2
)
. (48)
Interestingly, the decay function is similar to that of the bilinear and four-spin interactions highlighting their
potential relevance at large distances.
To summarize the 1D case, the multi-spin interactions similarly decay like L−1. Interestingly the modification of
qF can considerably affect the amplitude of the interactions owing to their q
N−1
F dependence, N being the number
of interacting magnetic moments defining the investigated plaquette. Moreover, the chiral multi-spin interactions are
expected to be at short distances linear, at least, with the Rashba SOC.
9B. Rashba model – Two dimension
In the 2D case, A and B defining the Green function are given by linear combinations of Hankel functions of zero
and first order, respectively:
Aij(ε+ i0
+) = − im
∗
4~2
[(
1 +
kR
q
)
H0
[
(q + kR)rij + i0
+
]
+
(
1− kR
q
)
H0
[
(q − kR)rij + i0+
]]
Bij(ε+ i0
+) = +
m∗
4~2
[(
1 +
kR
q
)
H1
[
(q + kR)rij + i0
+
]− (1− kR
q
)
H1
[
(q − kR)rij + i0+
]]
. (49)
Similarly to what was done for the 1D case, I proceed to the dervation of the multi-spin MEI in the RKKY
approximation. The functional dependence with respect to the magnetic moments is not affected and all the physics
is primarily encoded within the range functions, F (2D)ijkl , i.e. the MEI without the Rashba SOC, which are listed below
in the asymptotic regimes, i.e. when qr  1 and kR  q. There, the Hankel functions are H0(x) '
√
2
pix e
i(x−pi4 ) and
H1(x) '
√
2
pix e
i(x− 3pi4 ) for large x, which allow to write
Aij(ε+ i0
+) ' − im
∗
~2
1√
2piqrij
ei(qrij−
pi
4 ) cos kRrij and Bij(ε+ i0
+) ' m
∗
~2
1√
2piqrij
ei(qrij−
pi
4 ) sin kRrij , (50)
Two-spin interactions. Here the two-spin range function
F (2D)ij ' Jsdi Jsdj
m∗
4pi2~2
sin(2qF rij)
r2ij
(51)
gives the usual decay function proportional to r2ij for the 2D electron gas.
Four-spin interactions. In the asymptotic regime the four-spin range function is similar to the one characterizing
the two-spin 1D interactions
F (2D)ijkl ' −Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
8pi3~6
1√
Pijkl
[
Si(qFLijkl)− pi
2
]
' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
8pi3~6
1√
Pijkl
[
cos (qFLijkl)
qFLijkl
(
1− 1
q2FL
2
ijkl
)
+
sin (qFLijkl)
q2FL
2
ijkl
]
, (52)
with the already defined perimeter Lijkl = rij + rjk + rkl + rli and the product of interatomic distances Pijkl =
rijrjkrklrli. The slowest decay function of the four-spin interactions is given by (
√
PL)−1, which simiplifies to R−3
when assuming a plaquette of equidistant atoms (rij = rjk = rkl = rli = R ), in which case the range function
becomes
Fijkl ' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
8pi3~6
1
R2
[
Si(4qFR)− pi
2
]
' −Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl
m∗3
8pi3~6
1
R2
[
cos (4qFR)
4qFR
(
1− 1
16q2FR
2
)
+
sin (4qFR)
16q2FR
2
]
. (53)
Thus and in contrast to the 1D-case, the four-spin interactions are expected to decay faster than the bilinear ones. A
similar observation can be made for the following six-spin interactions.
Six-spin interactions. Here, the range function is approximately given by
F (2D)ijklmn ' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
24pi4~10
1√
Pijklmn
(
cos (qFLijklmn)
qF
+ Lijklmn
[
Si(qFLijklmn)− pi
2
])
' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
24pi4~10
1
Lijkl
√
Pijklmn
[
2
cos(qFLijkl)
q3F
− sin (qFLijkl)
q2F
]
(54)
and if the atoms in the plaquette are equidistant as they would be in an hexagonal lattice (rij = rjk = rkl = rlm =
rmn = rni = R ), the range function becomes
Fijklmn ' Jsdi Jsdj Jsdk Jsdl Jsdm Jsdn
m∗5
24pi4~10
1
R3
(
cos (6qFR)
qF
+ 6R
[
Si(6qFR)− pi
2
])
10
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m∗5
144pi4~10
1
R4
[
2
cos(6qFR)
q3F
− sin(6qFR)
q2F
]
(55)
One notices that decay function pertaining to the 2D interactions is given by (P
1
2L)−1 which is different from the
1D case because of the additional factor P
1
2 that simplifies to R
N
2 for N equidistant magnetic moments. This ignites a
strong difference in the long-range behavior since the power-law decay associated to the 1D electon gas is independent
from the number of atomic spins, while it increases linearly in the 2D case. Similarly to the 1D interactions, the
higher-order 2D magnetic interactions are expected to change when modifying qF but the power-law dependence is
different, ≈ qN−2F for 2D instead of qN−1F . This points to the possibility of manipulating the impact and magnitude
of the magnetic interactions by controlling either the position of the magnetic moments or the Fermi energy.
To summarize, one can state that in general the decay of the multi-spin MEI can be cast into the following formula
with which the behavior of the two-spin interactions is recovered (≈ qd−2F R−d):
Multi-spin MEI ≈ {q(N−d)F P
1
2 (d−1)L}−1 ≈ {q(N−d)F R[1+
N
2 (d−1)]N}−1, (56)
with d = 1 or 2 depending on the dimension of the electron gas mediating the interactions. Noteworthy is the impact
of SOC on amplitude of the chiral MEI. It is expected to be at least linear with α independently from the nature of
the electron gas.
C. Numerical evaluation of multi-spin interactions
I consider the case of Au surfaces characterized by a surface state confined in 2D or 1D with the effective mass
m∗ = 0.26me, the Fermi wave vector qF = 0.167 A˚
−1
and kR = 0.0135 A˚
−166,72. I address the particular case of
equidistant magnetic moments and therefore the MEI are discussed and analysed in terms of the interatomic distance
R. It is important to keep in mind, that the contribution of the multi-spin interactions to the total energy increases
in a factorial fashion when increasing the number of magnetic moments of the plaquettes. Therefore, although the
coefficients defining the MEI might be smaller than the bilinear ones, their overall impact on the energy can be
prominent. The parameter Jsd is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear
RKKY interaction, which corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple
comparison between the 1D and 2D cases, the first largest antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same
and equal to 1 meV, which is about the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)
surface85.
I start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Figs. 1(a-b). Note that
for the bilinear interactions, a positive (negative) value corresponds to a ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) coupling.
As expected, the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions since the
wavelength is given by 2 piNqF =
λF
N , N being the number of spins involved in the interaction while R is the interatomic
distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments. This gives rise to situations
where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected, the 2D MEI decay more
strongly than the 1D ones. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range multi-spin interactions in systems
with reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Figs. 1(c-d) (see also Fig. 2(d-f) for a better resolution of the six-spin interaction), the inclusion
of SOC reduces the amplitude of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence of a beating effect leading
to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations, which is well known for the
two-spin interactions72. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR, i.e. around 6 nm.
In Figs. 2(a-d), the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron
gas. Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the amplitude of DMI and Jani decreases by increasing the dimension of the
electron gas. Making the moments further apart eventually favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions,
which contrast strongly with the evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Figs. 2(b-e). These are initially, i.e. for relatively short interatomic
distances, the largest in 2D but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. Note that in
contrast to the bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that
of the isotropic ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent four-spin interactions (see
Fig. 3). Although the amplitude of the four-spin interactions is weaker than that of the bilinear MEI, one notices
that at short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their different wavelengths, there are regions where the
chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction. For instance, this occurs at ≈ 1nm in the 2D case, where
the isotropic MEI is negligible (see Figs. 1(b-d).
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotr pic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of t e 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinea oun erparts, t chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with re pect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to t e isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani the 1D case are larg r in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the intera mic dis ance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesc nce of the isotropic interactio s round 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they xperience a faster weakening tha hose of the 1D Rashba gas. In con rast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phas with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first inimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the numbe of oscillations incr ases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscilla ory function which is g ven by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, w ich for simpl city is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives is to situations where the higher ord r MEI are larger in magnit de than th bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay mor strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the invest gation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimension lity.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their os illation ,
which is well known for bilienar interactio s52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are show for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions re displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
int ratomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chi al four-spin interac ions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotr pic
ones.
It is instructive to compa e the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalen 4-spin nteractions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker toge her with a stronger decay than tha of the bil ear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
c rresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of o cillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distanc , which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where he higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI d cay m re strong y in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illust ted in F g.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of be ting e↵ect leading to a vani hing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In F g??, t e bilinear ME are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, e DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the nhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesce ce of th isotropic i teractions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic dist nces but hey experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the c iral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is in tructive to c mpare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the m gnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short dist nces, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regio s wher the chi ality beh vior is settled by the four-spin interaction, f r instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the r ght order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
th number of o c llations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distanc , which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations wher he higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI d cay more strong y in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
mu ti-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illust ted in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of b ting e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarl to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani the 1D case are larg r in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the i era mic dis ance favors the nhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesc nce f the isotr pic interac io s round 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
intera omic dist nces but hey xpe ience a faster weakening tha hose of the 1D Rashba gas. In con rast to the
bilinear counterparts, the c iral f ur-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phas with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the m gnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short dist nces, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality beh vior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the r ght order of magnitude of the first inimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for t e RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We st rt by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the numb of o cillations incr ases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of he oscilla ory fu ction which is g ven by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in interaction
while R is the interatomic distanc , w ich for simpl city is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives is to ituations wh e he higher ord r MEI are larger in magnit de than th bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI d cay m r strong y in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the invest gation of the long-range
multi-spin inter ctions in systems with a reduced dimension lity.
As illust ted in F g.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of be ting e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their os illation ,
which is well k own for bilienar interactio s52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 m.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are show for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors t e nhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions re displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
int rato ic dist nces but hey experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear co nterparts, the c i al four-spin interac ions oscillate in opposite p ase with respect to that of the isotr pic
ones.
It is instructive to compa e t b avior of the chiral biline with th t of th equival nt 4-spin i teractions.
Although he m gnitude of the 4-spin interactions is w aker tog her with a stronger decay than tha of the bilinear
MEI, one otices that a short dist nces, their sign is oppo te and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regio where the chirality beh v or is settled by the four- pin interacti n, for instance at ⇡ 1nm n the 2D case.
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Figure 1 | Comparison of the isotropic multi-spin interactions without (a-b) and with the Rashba spin-orbit coupling
(c-d). The left- (right-) hand-side figures were obtained for the 1D (2D) Rashba model utilizing parameters pertaining
to Au(111) surface state66. The magnetic moments are assumed to be identical and equidistant to facilitate the
discussion. The s− d interaction Jsd is chosen such that for both the 1D and 2D electron gas, the bilinear magnetic
exchange interaction at the first minimum of the oscillatory function equals -1 meV, favoring an antiferromagnetic
coupling. This is motivated by measurements of the long-range magnetic interactions of Co adatoms on Pt(111)
surface85.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, I present a theoretical framework for the evaluation of multi-spin interactions utilizing multiple-
scattering theory. This fits methodologies based on the calculation of Green functions, such as the Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker Green functions. I discuss the bilinear, four- and six-spin interactions with a particular focus on isotropic and
chiral terms. Then I use this theory for the evaluation of multi-spin interactions for localized spins embedded in one-
and two-dimensional electrons described by the Rashba model. Utilizing the RKKY approximation, the latter model
offers the possibility of extracting analytically the long-range/asymptotic behavior of isotropic and chiral multi-spin
interactions.
Within this approach, there is for each couple of sites i and j a four-spin chiral vector perpendicular to the bond
connecting the two sites similarly to their DMI vector. The reported study shows that the strong contrast between
the 1D and 2D bilinear magnetic exchange interactions survives for higher-order interactions. I recover the power-law
decay pertaining to the two-spin magnetic exchange interactions, ≈ qd−2F R−d, which we generalize to the N -spin
case as {q(N−d)F P
1
2 (d−1)L}−1 ≈ {q(N−d)F R1+
N
2 (d−1)N}−1, where d is the dimension of the electron gas mediating the
interactions, L the perimeter of the plaquette of N spins while P is the product of interatomic distances and qF the
Fermi wave vector. The 2-, 4- and 6-spin 1D MEI experience a similar same decay, i.e. same power law, with respect
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As llustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay tha that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chos suc t give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the b linear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an ntiferrom gn tic coupling of two magnetic moments. To all w a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
his gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
t e I decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
l i-s in interactions in systems with a reduced imensionality.
ill strated in Fig.? , the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
e ting e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillat ons,
i is ell known for bilie ar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale d fined by the Rashba w ve vector, kR,
i.e. aro d 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilin ar MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashb electron gas.
Similarly to he isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude han in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1 m in the 2D case.
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corresponds to an antiferrom gnetic coupli g of two ma netic momen s. To allow a simple comparison between t e
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involv d in he interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the scillatory function which is given by NqFR, N bei g the nu ber of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for l pairs of agnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the ig er order MEI are l ger in magnitude than the bilin ar ones. As xpected,
the MEI decay mo strongly in the 2D than in the 1D cas . This a vocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in system with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a va ishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar in era tions52. This occurs at a length scal defined by the Rashba wave vect r, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed i Fig.??. These are i itially the largest in 2D case for relatively s ort
interatomic dista ces but they expe ie c faster weakening than those of e 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear c nterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with espect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
r gio s where the c irality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the e hancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is ins ru ve to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of t e equivalent 4-spi interactions.
Altho gh he magni ude of the 4-spin int ra tions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, o e notices th a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where th chirality behavior is settled by the four- pin interact on, for instance t ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Alt ugh the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is w aker together with a str ger d cay than that f the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a sh rt distan es, their sign is pposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regio s where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for inst nc t ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
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i is ell known for bilie ar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale d fined by the Rashba w ve vector, kR,
i.e. aro d 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashb electron gas.
Similarly to he isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude han in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
T e four-spin interactio s are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distan es but they experience a faster eakenin t a those of the 1D Rashba gas. I contrast to the
bilin ar counterp ts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscilla e in pposite ph se ith res ect to that f the isotropic
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It is instructive to c mpare beh vior of the chiral biline r with that of the equival nt 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactio s is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the biline r
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
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corresponds to an antiferrom gnetic coupli g of two ma netic momen s. To allow a simple comparison between t e
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
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the MEI decay mo strongly in the 2D than in the 1D cas . This a vocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in system with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a va ishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar in era tions52. This occurs at a length scal defined by the Rashba wave vect r, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed i Fig.??. These are i itially the largest in 2D case for relatively s ort
interatomic dista ces but they expe ie c faster weakening than those of e 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear c nterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with espect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin i i s is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
r gio s where the c irality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cas s, the first antif romag etic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
th MEI decay more stron ly in the 2D h n in t e 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interact ons in systems with a r duced dim nsionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
hich is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, th bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Sim larly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI nd Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counter arts, the chiral four-spin interactio s oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to comp re the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen uch to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antif rromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cas s, the firs antiferromag etic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value me sured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the num er of oscillations increases with th number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
whil R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI cay more stro gly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
mul i-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are sh wn for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the int ratomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence f the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
T four- pin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
intera omic di tances but y experie ce a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
iline r counte parts, the chiral f ur-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of he chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Alth gh th magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short dis ance , th ir sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chiral ty behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an n iferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D c ses, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
W start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases wi h the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the int ratomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives ris to situatio s where the hi he order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in th 1D case. This advocates for the investigation f the long-range
multi-spin int ractions in ystems wit a redu d dimensionality.
As llus rated in Fig.??, the inclusion f SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beati g e↵ect l ading o a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
I Fig??, the bilinear MEI ar s wn for the spin embedded respectively in t e 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the so ropic MEI, t e DMI a d Jani in the 1D case are larger magntiude tha in the 2D. Increasing
t e interatomic distance favors the enhancement of th SO-driv interactions, which contrast strongly with the
v nescence of th isotropic interact o s round 6 nm.
The four-spin interactio s are display d in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances bu t ey xperien e a f ster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although t e magnitude of 4-spin i t ractions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one not ces hat a sho t dista ces, their sign is opposite and owi g to eir di↵ rent wavele gths, there are
r g ons where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-sp interaction, for ins ance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the righ order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the is tropic mag e ic interactions witho t the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
nu ber f oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of he oscillat ry function wh h is g ven by NqFR, N being th number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, whic for simplicity is assumed o be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the hig er order MEI are larger in m gnitude tha the bilinear nes. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leadi g to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins mbedded respectively in the 1D a d 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the i terato ic distance favors the e hancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-sp n interactions are displayed i Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic dist nces but they xper ence a faster weakening than those of the 1D R shba gas. In contrast to the
bili ar counterp rts, th chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It i i structive to c mpare th b h vior of the chiral bilinear wi that of the equivale 4-spin interactions.
Although the m gnitude of the 4- i i teractions is weaker together with a st onger decay than tha f the bilinear
MEI, one notice that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to t eir di↵ere t wavelengths, there are
r gions where the chirality behavior is s ttled by the four-spin interac ion, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antifer omag etic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situatio wher the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than he bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay mor strongly in t 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin inter ctio s n yst ms w h a r duc d dimens onality.
As ill strated in Fig.??, the i clusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions wi h the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are s own for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic dist nce favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic ist nces but hey exp r enc a fas er weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. I contras to the
bilinear co erpa ts, the chiral four-spin inter ctio s oscillate i opposi e phase with respect to that of the isotropic
on s.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin in eractions is weaker together with a stronge decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, o notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions wher the chirality ehavior is s ttled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1 m in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are sh wn for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
he interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesce ce f the isotropic intera tions around 6 nm.
The f ur-spin interactions re displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the large t in 2D ase for relatively short
i teratomic di tances but y xperie c a fast r weakening than those of th 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
biline r c unterparts, the chiral f ur-spin interactions oscillate in opp site phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare th behavior of the chiral bili ear with t at of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Alth gh th magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, th ir sign is opposite and owing to their di↵ere t wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality be avior is settl d by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D cas .
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situatio s where the highe order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in th 1D case. This advocates for the investigation f the long-range
multi-spin int ractions in sys ems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
I Fig??, the bilinear MEI are s own for the spin embedded r spectively in t e 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the so ropic MEI, t e DMI a d Jani in the 1D case are larger magntiude tha in the 2D. Increasing
t e interatomic distance favors the enhancement of th SO-driv interactions, which contrast s rongly with the
v nescence of the isotropic interac ions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interact ons re displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case f r relatively short
interatomic distances bu they exper ence a faster weak ing than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilin ar count rparts, the c iral four-spin interactio s os illate in opposi e phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spi interactions.
Although t e m gnitude of the 4-spin i teractions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one not ces that a s ort dist ces, their sign is opposite and owi g to eir di↵ rent wa ele gths, there are
r g ons where t e hirality beha ior is settled by th four-sp interaction, for ins ance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the is tropic a etic interactions witho t the Rashba SOC show in Fig.??. We notice that
the number f oscillations increases with the nu ber of sites involved in the interactions. This is expect d from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, wh ch for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in m gnitude tha the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for th spins mbedded respectively in the 1D a d 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the i te ato ic dist nce favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
int ratomic distances but they xp rience a fa ter weak ning than th se of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bili ar counterp rts, t chiral four-spi interacti ns oscillate in opposite phase with resp ct to that of th isotropic
ones.
I is instructiv t compar the b vior of h chiral bilinear wi that of the equivale 4-spin interactions.
Although the m gni ude of the 4- i intera tions is weaker t gether wit a stronger decay than tha f h bilinear
MEI, one notice that a sho t di tances, their sign is opposite and owing to t eir di↵ere t wavelengths, there are
re ions where the hirality behavior is s ttled by the four-spin interac ion, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D ase.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by a alysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of osc llations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the int ratomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
Th s giv s rise to situations wh r he higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI d cay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems ith a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrat d in Fig.??, th inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
f a beating e↵ect eadin to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
.e. rou d 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the i teratomic distance f vors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
ev escence of th isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin inter ctio s are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic dis ances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
o es.
It is in tructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although t e magnitude f the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
r gions where the chi lity behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is ch sen uch to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To llow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the firs antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for t e RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This giv s rise to situations wh r the hi her order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI d cay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
lti-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrat d in Fig.??, th inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
w ich is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
S milarly the is tropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in th 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interat mic distance favors the enha cement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
eva escence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin i ractions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but t ey experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bili ear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
o es.
It is instructive to c mpare the beh vior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude f the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
r gions where e chir lity behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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corresponds to an a tiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To llow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for t e RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
t e number of oscill ions increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argumen of t e oscillat ry function whi h is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
wh le R is the in eratom c distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dim nsionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of beating e↵e t leading to a va ishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The f ur-spin inter ctions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
intera omic dist n es but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare th behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although th magnitude of the 4-spin interactions i weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirali y b havior is settled by the four-spin interac ion, for ins anc at ⇡ 1 m in the 2D case.
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Figure 2 | Bilinear (a-d), four-spin (b-e) and six-spin (d-f) long-range magnetic exchange interations as function
of interatomic distances between identical magnetic moments assuming the parameters describing Au(111) surface
state66. The upper (lower) figures were obtained for the 1D (2D) Rashba model. While the chiral two-spin interactions
are relevant at relatively small or large distances, the chiral four-spin interactions seem more important at short
distances with their chirality (sign of interaction) can be opposite. Higher-order magnetic interactions are characterized
by a larger number of oscillations, which permits a rich phase diagram for small modification of the interatomic
distances.
to the spatial separation of the spins. In contrast, the more spins involved in the 2D MEI, the stronger is the decay.
Moreover, the dependence with respect to qF provides a path of engineering the magnitude of the higher-order MEI
by tuning the electronic occupation.
Regarding relativistic effects, obviously the chiral multi-spin interactions cancel out without SOC. The smallest
dependence with respect to the latter is linear at short distances. At atomic separations of the order of SOC length
scale, beating effects reduce the amplitude of the isotropic MEI giving the opportunity for the chiral interactions to
have a strong impact on the magnetic behavior of the investigated systems.
Numerical results were presented on the basis of Rashba parameters mimicking surface states residing on Au
surfaces. This permits a visual comparison of the various interactions. Their distinct oscillatory behavior offers the
possibility of exploring rich magnetic phase diagrams, which can be strongly altered when modifying the interatomic
distances. This is probably possible with atomic manipulation based on scanning tunneling microscopy. Additional
tuning parameters are the strength of SOC and the electronic occupation, which can be changed by gating or by
modifying the nature of the substrate97–99. In the future, it would be interesting to extend the current study to the
3D case, either by using a 3D Rashba model100 or by extending the Fert-Levy model69 to the multi-spin interactions.
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Decay is stronger in 2D than 1D. In 1D, Jani revives in the region where the beating effect occurs for the 
Isotropic interaction. This is induced by the factor (1-cos) instead of cos for Jiso. The 4-spin chiral interactions 
are more relevant at relatively short distances. In that regime, they are dephased by about pi with respect to the 2-spin 
Ones meaning they would counter each other in terms of chirality. The dephasing for the 2D case is more different 
than pi, leading to regions where the 2-spin ones are negligible with respect to the 4-spin ones, i.e. at around 1nm. 
Comparison of chiral multi-spin
(a) (b)
1D Rashba 2D Rashba
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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corresponds to an ntiferrom gn tic coupling of two magnetic moments. To all w a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins mbedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashb electron gas.
Similarly to he isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesce ce of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argument of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatomic distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
one .
It is instructive to compare the behavi r of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the mag itude of the 4-spin interactions weaker together with a stro ger decay th n that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices that a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
regions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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is chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the isotropic magnetic interactions without the Ras ba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of oscillations increases ith the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expect d from the
argument of the oscillatory function i is given by NqFR, N b ing th number o spins involved in the nteraction
w ile R is the interatomic distance, which fo simplicity is assum d to be identical for all pairs of magnetic mom n s.
This gives rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magni ude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the bilinear MEI are sho n for the spins embedded resp ct vely in the 1D a d 2D Ra hba lectron gas.
Similarly to t e isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
lthough the agnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
I, e otices t at a s ort distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
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s chosen such to give the right order of magnitude of the first minimum of the bilinear RKKY interaction, which
corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling of two magnetic moments. To allow a simple comparison between the
1D and 2D cases, t e first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysi g the iso ropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of osci la i s increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argume t of the oscillatory function which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
hile R is the interat ic dis ance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
T is g ves rise to situations where the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay mor strongly in the 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, the inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a bea ing e↵ect lead ng t a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
whic is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 m.
In Fig??, the ilinear MEI are shown for the spins embedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashba electron gas.
Similarly to the isotropi MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors the enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanescence of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin interactions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It s ins ructive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
Although the magnitude of the 4-spin interactions is weaker together with a stronger decay than that of the bilinear
MEI, one notices at a short distances, their sign is opposite and owing to their di↵erent wavelengths, there are
r gions where the chirality behavior is settled by the four-spin interaction, for instance at ⇡ 1nm in the 2D case.
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1D and 2D cases, the first antiferromagnetic coupling is assumed to be the same and equal to 1 meV, which is about
the value measured for the RKKY interactions between Co adatoms on Pt(111)58.
We start by analysing the sotropic magnetic interactions without the Rashba SOC shown in Fig.??. We notice that
the number of o cillations increases with the number of sites involved in the interactions. This is expected from the
argume t of the oscillatory functio which is given by NqFR, N being the number of spins involved in the interaction
while R is the interatom distance, which for simplicity is assumed to be identical for all pairs of magnetic moments.
This gives r se to situations wher the higher order MEI are larger in magnitude than the bilinear ones. As expected,
the MEI decay more strongly in th 2D than in the 1D case. This advocates for the investigation of the long-range
multi-spin interactions in systems with a reduced dimensionality.
As illustrated in Fig.??, th inclusion of SOC reduces all of the isotropic multi-spin interactions with the emergence
of a beating e↵ect leading to a vanishing of the interactions accompanied with a phase switch of their oscillations,
which is well known for bilienar interactions52. This occurs at a length scale defined by the Rashba wave vector, kR,
i.e. around 6 nm.
In Fig??, the biline r MEI are shown for the spins mbedded respectively in the 1D and 2D Rashb electron gas.
Similarly o he isotropic MEI, the DMI and Jani in the 1D case are larger in magntiude than in the 2D. Increasing
the interatomic distance favors enhancement of the SO-driven interactions, which contrast strongly with the
evanesce ce of the isotropic interactions around 6 nm.
The four-spin inte actions are displayed in Fig.??. These are initially the largest in 2D case for relatively short
interatomic distances but they experience a faster weakening than those of the 1D Rashba gas. In contrast to the
bilinear counterparts, the chiral four-spin interactions oscillate in opposite phase with respect to that of the isotropic
ones.
It is instruc ive to compare the behavior of the chiral bilinear with that of the equivalent 4-spin interactions.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of bilinear and four-spin chiral magnetic exchange interactions. For the 1D Rashba electron
gas (a), the bilinear DMI and anisotropic MEI increase in magnitude at large distances where interference effects
annihilate the isotropic MEI. The four-spin chiral interactions oscillate with an opposite phase with respect to the
bilinear counterparts. For the 2D Rashba electrons, the dephasing is not perfect at relatively short distances, e.g. at
1 nm, which permits to have a chiral four-spin interaction that is much larger than the DMI. Note that the results
were obtained with parameters of the surface state of Au(111)66.
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